
Spinner II centrifuges are the world’s leading 
bypass filtration device. For more than 30 years, 

Spinner II centrifuges have provided unmatched fluid-

cleaning performance on diesel engines and other lubricated 

machinery. That’s why they have been installed as OEM 

first fit for more than 50 engine manufacturers — including

Caterpillar, Cummins, Detroit Diesel, EMD, General Electric,

Ingersoll-Rand, MTU, Waukesha, White Superior and many

others. Worldwide, Spinner II centrifuges are installed on

more truck fleets, off-road vehicles, transit fleets and private

trucks than any other bypass filter.

Nothing Else Cleans Like It
Spinner II centrifuges are highly efficient, self-contained 

fluid-cleaning units that provide bypass and off-line filtration

of engine lubricants, gear oils, machining fluids, hydraulic

oils, quench oils and other industrial fluids. Spinner II 

centrifuges clean fluids down to the sub-micron level. 

And unlike ordinary filters, they remove contaminants from

the fluid stream.
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Save Money, Protect Machinery
The efficiency of Spinner II centrifuges extends the life of 

oil and full-flow filters - typically by two times or more com-

pared to standard intervals. They also help cut maintenance

costs and maximize the service life of engines and critical

components by reducing wear up to 50%.

� Reduce your operating costs

� Remove soot and dirt full-flow filters can’t capture

� Safely extend your oil drain interval

� Decrease engine wear up to 50%

� Extend turbocharger life

� Increase machinery service life

� Reduce downtime

� Increase productivity

Go With the Leader
These days, you need practical solutions to reduce costs 

and boost productivity. Spinner II centrifuges give you proven

performance that benefits your operation all the way to the

bottom line. For bypass filtration in almost any mobile or 

stationary application, trust the leader - Spinner II centrifuges.

Visible proof. Clean (top) and dirty (inset) 
rotors show actual con taminants removed 
in one interval.


